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he Unit Organizer Routine is one of
the newest routines in the Content
Enhancement Series. Like the

I-esson Organizer Routine, which was featured
in Srategram Vol. 6 Nos. 3&4. The Unit
Organizer Routine was developed to help
teachers respond to the needs of diverse groups
of leamers in mainsfieam classes. Th€ Unit
Organizer Routine focuses on how teachers can
"frame" a unit for students using a particular
set of instructional methods. A unit rs any
"chunk" of content that a teacher selects to
organize information into lessons and that ends
in some type of test or closure activity.
Typically. a subject-area course (e.g.. science.
health, social studies, math, English) is divided
into several such units. By framing a unit, the
teacher helps students see and understand the
"big picture" of the unit. Specifically, the Unit
Organizer Routine is used to help teache$
introduce and build a unit so that everyone can:
(a) understand how the unit can be part of
bigger ideas or a sequence of units; (b) see a
method for organizing knowledge; (c) define
the relationships associated with knowledge;
(d) recognize what has been leamed through
self-questioning; (e) claxify what has been done
in relation to what must be done; and (0
monitor progress and accomplishments in
leaming. In general, the Unit Organizer can be
used to help students become oriented to where
they have been in the leaming sequence, where
they are, and where they are going inleatning.

routine, they often lost sight of the "big

picture" of a unit and frequently became
bogged down in trying to cover masses of
information. As a result, their students had
difficulty understanding the relationships
among clusters of information being presented.
Using the routine, however, helped teachers
focus their instruction and assessment
activities and helped students understand
important relationships. They also noted that
having the freedom to modify the routine to
suit their own needs helped them use the
routine successfully. Results showed that the
way the teachers presented information
changed after they leamed to use the Unit
Organizer Routine. Specifically, they began to
explicitly explain to students what was to be
leamed, the relationships among chunts of
information, and the activities that would be
completed to promote leaming.

Components
Most courses of study are comprised of

several units, which typically last at least flve
days and as long as several weeks. To
intuoduce each unit. a visual device. called the
Unit Organizer, is presented to students.
During the interactive presentation of the Unit
Organizer, teachers follow a set of Linking
Steps that are imbedded within an
instructional sequence called the Cue-Do-
Review Sequence. The purpose of the Cue-
Do-Review Sequence is threefold: (l) to
prompt students to attend to and participate in

Research Supporting the Unit Organizer the routine, (2) to present the Unit Organizer
Routine to students, and (3) to check students'

t t ln

particular,
the Lesson
Organizer
Routine
focuses on
how to plan
for,
introduce,
and teach a
lesson to a

\v,. diversegf0Up The Unit Organizer Routine was developed understanding of the Unit Organizer. Thus,

Of StUdentStt. in collaboration with secondary-level teachers. successful use of the Unit Organizer Routine is
- Teachers reDorl3d lhatoriot to ]u'si.ne lhe (continue.l on pase 2)
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(continued.from page 1) and themes as unit content is taught), consequences of civil unrcst."

Step 2 : Recognize Content
Structures

In this step, information is presented

to help students see how the

information in the unit can be

structured or reshuctured in order to

aid comprehension and recall. Here,

the  Un i l  Map is  e i rher  d raun in  Sec t ion

5 as the unit is launched, expanded in

Section g (\ee figure 2 r as each \eclion

of the unit of the unit is taught, or is

re\ iewed as pafl of tying uP the unit

and preparing for a test or unit closurc.

The Unit Map includes two tyPes of

information. The first, the Unit

Paraphrase, is written in the oval at the

top of the section. It is a fianslation of

the main idea of the Current Unit into

words the students can easily

understand or into a word or words that

reveal the central meaning of the unit

title. In Figure 1, the Unit Paraphrase

ftanslates the cenhal idea behind the

words "Causes of the Civil War" into
"Sectionalism."

The second type of infotmation in

the Unit Map is a graphic depiction of

how the unit contsnt is organized. To

create the map, key words are written

within geomeffic shapes to indicate the
pafis of the unit to be taught and the
page numbers of the text related to

each part. A horizontal dotted line can

be used in each geometric shape to

separate the name of the section from

the page numbers in the text where

relevant information can be found. As

a general rule, the Unit MaP should
include no more than seven parts. In

Figure l, the parts of the Unit Map that

conespond to the four parts of the unit

to be covered include: "Areas of the

U.S.," "Differences between the

Areas," "Events in the U S.," and
"Leaders Across the U.S.."

Within the Unit Map, lines are drawn

between the geomehic shaPes, and

word labelr are provided for each line

to indicate the relationships between

the sections and the main idea of the

unit. The word labels are wntten such

that students can read the words in one

)
based on three cdtical components: and (c) tying up the Unit (i.e.,
the Unit Organizer, the Linking Steps, gaining closure on unit content by
and the Cue-Do-Review Sequence. helping students see how unit ideas

hold all the information together.
THE UNIT ORGANIZER The Linking Steps are as follows.

To help teachers present their
"vision" of a unit, a visual device, Step 1: Create a Context
called the Unit Organizer, is used. In the first step, ihe Unit
Serving as the "centerpiece" of the Organizer is used to help students
Unit Organizer Routine, the Unit see how infomation in the curent
Organizer is used to graphically unit is comected to previous and
organize and depict the content of the futurc leaming. At this point,
unit and related information. The therefore. Sections 1-4 of the Unit
Unit Organizer typically is co- Organizer are filled in or mentioned
consftucted by the teacher and to create a context for leaming or for
students at the beginning of a unit, review. Section 1 contains the title
when the teacher and students ofthe new unit. This may be the
simultaneously fill in information on

blank Unit organizer forms. An tt. . . the Unit Organizer
example of a completed Unit iS USed tO graphiCally
Organizer is presented in Figure I on

pase 3. organize and dePict the
This Unit Organizer was created for Content Of the Unit and

a unit on the causes of the Civil War 
felated infOfmatiOntt

in a high school U.S. history class.

The unit aims at helping students nanie of the section of a textbook on

understand "sectionalism" in the which a unit is based or the name

United States as a cause of the Civil given to the unit by the teacher' In

War. The idea of "sectionalism" is Figue 1, the name of the current

explained by helping students see the unit is "Causes of the Civil War'"

differences among three sections of The information in Section 2

the nation: the Nofih, the South, and includes the name of the LAST

the West. During the unit, the teacher UNIT that was covered or the last

planned to present infomation about experience the students had related

ihe geographic sections ofthe United to the current unit. In Figure 1, the

States, the political, social, and name of the LAST LNIT was

economic differences among these "Growth of the Nation'" The

sections, the events that pulled these information in Section 3 includes the

sections apart, and the leaders that name of the unit or experience that

influenced the events in each of the will follow the CURRENT UNIT'

sectlons, In Figurc 1, the name ofthe Next
Unit is "The Civil War." Section 4

THE LINKING STEPS contains the name of the idea or

The Linking Steps, which trave theme that holds several related units

been designed with students' leaming together. The vertical dotted lines

needs in mind. refer to the procedures can be made solid to indicate that

a teacher uses to present the content "THE BIGGER PICTURE" may not

of a unit in an interactive waY to

students. Thus,the Linking StePs
guide the way the Unit Organizer is

used dudng three phases of unit

instruction: (a) launching the Unit

include the previous or upcoming

unit. In general, the name, "THE

BIGGER PICTURE," helps students

undentand what multiple units have

in common. In Figure 1, the theme

(i.e., inftoducing the unit), (b) floating that holds the three depicted units

Unit Ideas (i.e., maintaining unit ideas together is "The roots and ko\tihued on page 1)
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Figure I

Figure 2

The Unit Orsanizer 4) BIGGER PICTURE DATE v22

The rcott and consequences ol tiit

\7
-AS'l UNl'l /hxDerience
irowth of the Nation

(, CIJRRENT UNIT
The Causes ofthe Civil War \, NEXT UNlT/Experience

The Civil War

@ rrNrr scHEDULE @ uNrrnae 
\

( Sectionalism
*  u*a.y \ - - - - . -u- - - /Y6E;

NAreas of
the U.S.

en4ed [-4a
raauQ rt I

Ditrferences
betwee

1t22

1t28 Auk

I t29

'' | nJlae nt ia I P d tu nd hi. s

1t30

2t2

2t6

2/7

2t8

What vras sectionalism as it existed in the U.S. of 1860?

Hol, did the differences in the seclions of the U.S. in 1860 cont bute to the stafi of
the Civil War?

What examples of sectionalism eist in the tl,orld today?

descriptiye * /?\
6 \:/

;

comparetcontast

causeleffect

The Causes ofthe Civil War

I82O Misouri Conproni.

- I850 Conpranise af | 85A
- l85A Fqitive Slaw Iatu of 1850
. I852 Uh.le T.n\ cahin

1854 Kanw'Nebrdska Ad
- 1851 Repuh\cai Pdflr Fomed

'lasa Liroln Daqlas Debates
t859 John Braw\ Raid

- 1360 Sauth Corolina Secedes
- 1861 ConftAeru.t F.td..l

How did national events and leaders pull the dffirent sections of the U.S. apart?
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(continued from page 2)

geomefiic shape, the line label, and
the words in the connected geometric

shape to create a complete sentence.
The lines and line labels are critical
elements that help students
understand how the parts of the unit
are connected. Research has shown
that students who are given Unit
Maps that include lines and line labels
remember substantially more about a
unit than students who are given Unit
Maps without them.

After the unit is launched or
introduced, the second page (or back
side) of the Unit Organizer is used
throughout the unit and at the end to
expand rhe Unit Map by adding
cdtical subtopics and key vocabulary,
which are identified as lessons ot
pafls ofthe unit are compJeled. The

Expanded Unit Map for the unit on
the Causes of the Civil War is
depicted in Figure 2 bottom of page
,7

Step 3 : Acknowledge Unit
Relationships

After students see how unit
information can be structured, they
are asked in this step to look for and
identify possible relationships that
might be important in understanding
the information. The relationships are
written in Section 6 of the Unit
Organizer. In Figure 1, for example,
the various sections of the nation must
described and then compared and
contuasted in order to understand how
their differences led to the Civil War
within a cause-and-effect relationship.

Step 4: Frame Unit Questions
In this step, the teacher leads

students to generate and discuss the
types of questions that might be posed

about imponant relationships withir
the unir and the types of information
that might be used to answer these
questions. The teacher also elicits
questions that the students would like
to be able to answer at the end of the
unit. Students are asked to generate
questions based on examining the

Relationships that have aheady been
identifi€d. Generated questions are
written in Section 7 of the Unit
Organizer on the day the Unit is
launched. Questions are wdtten that
students should be able to answer
when the unit is complele. Sludents
can ask themselves these questions to
review the content of the unit. One of
the questions that students should be
able to answer at the end of the unit
depicted in Figure 1 is, "What was
sectionalism as it existed in the U.S.
of 1860?"

After the unit has been launched,
new questions may emerge that
become important to understanding
the big ideas in the unit. The space
labeled "Section 10" below the
Expanded Unit Map (shown in
Figure 2) is used to write questions

thal lhe teacher and students identify
as they explore the unit. For example,
in the Expanded Unit Map in Figure
2, the question that has been added is,
"How did national events and leaders
pull the different sections of the U.S.
apafi?"

"The Unit Organizer
Routine can be used as a
powerful teaching tool
when used by itself. but it
can be especially
powerful when used
systematically and in
combination with other
routines.rr

Step 5: Tie Content to Tasks
In the final step, the Unit Schedule

is created or mentioned to assist
students in seeing how tasks are
related to help them answer Unit Self-
Test Questions and understand
relationships depicted in the Unit
Map. The Unit Schedule is reviewed
regularly to help students become
aware of work compl€ted, upcoming
work, and their progress in leaming
the content of the unit. Section 8 is
used to summadze the schedule of

rcquired tasks, activities, or
assignments associated with leaming
the information in the unit, As shown
in Figure 1, dates are wdtten in the
square boxes, and associated tasks,
activities, and assignments are written
in the rectangular boxes.

CUE-DO-REYIEW
The Cue-Do-Review Sequence is

the instructional sequence that is used
to infioduce the Unit Organizer
Routine, implement the Linking
Steps, and check students'
understanding of the information
presented. It is used regardless of
whether the unit is being launched,
maintained, or closed. In other
words, this sequence is used to (a)

draw students' attention to the use of
a certain instructional process, (b)

involve them in that process, and (c)

check the effectiveness of the process.

Keys to Success with the Unit
Organizer Routine

Experience with the Unit Organizer
Routine has indicated that the
following factoff are important for
improving the performance of
students in academically diverse
classes:

. The routine is explicitly
introduced to the whole class, so
students can understand how the
teacher's use of the routine anL
their own participation in the
routine can markedlY imProve
their academic performance.

. The routine is usedrcgularly, so
both teacher and students have
ample opportunity to become
comfortable with it as a leaming
tool.

. The routine is adapted to meet lhe
unique needs of the students, the
personality and teaching style of
the teacher, and the content of the
coulse.

. Use of the routine is vaded
occasionally to enhance student
motivation,

. The routine is integrated over time
with the other routines in the

(continue.l on page 8)

J

pans of the Unit Map and the Unit
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\- Visual lmagery
Bookmarks

& Dissect RAP
by

Kim Short
&

Lauren Henry

Kim Shoft, a SIM
Trainer in Raleigh, North
Carolina submitted the
Visual lmagery bookmarks in
the adjacent column. She
uses these bookmarks to
reinforce her student's use
of the strategy. Kim wrote
an article about the
imolementation of the
strategies in regular
education classes for
Strategram, Volume 7, lssue
4.

Lauren Henry, from
Apex Elementary School,
Apex , North Carolina,
contributed the Dlssecl RAP
on page 6. Lauren finds the
RAP heloful when she is
teaching the Word
ldentification Strategy.
l - - - - - - - - - - - ' I
I Subscription I
I lnformation I
t l
! Your subscription entitles you
r to ALL six issues ofthe current I
I volume being published. I
I I
I The current Yolume is Yolume I
; 7, and^ the publication period is I
I 

from September 1994 to 
I

I August, 1995.
r l
I When you subscribe, allow 6-8 |
I weeks for processing and I
I mailing.
I

> Search for picture
woros

Geate or change
the scene

Enter lots of
details

Name the
oans

a>l tree )
--l'!,___-/

Y -.9/
,--

Evaluate
picture

vour' -

v

R E M E M B E R . . .

1 . Describe the
scene

. Name the scene

** Describe 2 parts
of the scene

2. Describe what's
happening in the
scene

* Mention the majority of
the detail picture words

-. Add at least 3 details

ls it the same scene?

Has the scene changed?

ls it an entirely new
scene?

ls it an old scene?

noticed the students
occasionally had difficulty
with some of the vocabulary
used in the Controlled
Practice worksheets. Janice
adaDted the worksheets in
order to make the sentences
meaningful to her classes.
The worksheet on page 7 is
one example of lessons she
has created. Thanks for
sharing Janice!

Sentence Writing
for Elementary Students

Janice Kohler,
Wedgewood Elementary,
Friendswood. Texas.
became a trainer two years
ago. While serving as an
elementary resource teacher
Janice began using the
Sentence Writing Strategy
with her students. She
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by

Lauren Henry
Apex Elementary

Apex, North Carolina

When you are rcading a book and you lind a word

That you have never seen and you have never heard,

What ya'gonna do? Gonna'cry and pout?

DISSECT that word, and figure it out!

Uscover the context, that's what you do.
Now does that sentence make sense to you?

lsolate the prefix (that's at the start).
That's the next thing you do to take that wod apart.

$eparate the suffix (that's at the end).
ft you think'there's another, better look again.

The stem is what's left when those steps are done.
gay the stem out loud, now you are having fun!

Sometimes you say it, and it comes out wrong.

That's because your stem is too long.

fxamine the stem quick as you please.

Don't forget the Rules of 2's and 3's.
Now put it ail togetheL and say it strong.
Uh-oh, that word still comes out wrong.

ff you stiil don't know it, better Check with someone.
Don't toryet to say thank you when your checking is done.

lf that someone can't help you, and you've done the rest,

Iry a dictionary, and try your best.
Don't let big words get your reading down.

Use DISSECT and be the best in town!

THE DISSECT RAP
H F*J

JJ \- r.
I A\-II
L  l . - t

Fl.-. 1
_ 1 I t E-.r t -

I'

H\ . ' ' i
t-' trrd

J.$1

H \ J f
I hr{

J#
It

fl \\J'
r t 4

t fE-.{
L  l - t
II ,-I I

lrq| )tI
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SIMPLE SENTENCE LESSON 1A
lnstructions:

Name:

1 . Do the Subject-Verb ldentification Procedure on each sentence.
2. Underline the eQmBlele_velbtsl in each sentence with two lines.
3. Underline the head word of the subiect(s) in each sentence with one line.
4. In the blank to the left of the sentence, write the correct sentence formula for the senlence.

Choose the correct formula from vour Formula Card.

Example:

S V 0. The big bear was standing on top of the picnic table.

Formulas

1 . The old man walked slowly down the street.

2. The boys and girls were running home.

3. A mean dog chased and bit the girl.

4. The little girl ran quickly home lrom school.

5. The mother and lather came out of the house and saw the girl.

6. The father called the dog and out it behind the fence.

7. He and his friend took the dog home.

8. Dry leaves and twlgs are on the ground.

9. The city is found on a lake and has a busy airport.

10. Pride is shown by many parents and lasts a lifetime.

F 5
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(continued from page 4)

Content Enhancement Sedes to create a powerful synergy.
. Students become actively involved in the routine as partners with the

teacher for the purpose of improving leaming for a// students in the class.
The Unit Organizer Routine can be a powerful teaching tool when used by

itself, but it can be especially powerful when used systematically and in
combination with other routines. Specifically, the effectiveness ofthe Unit
Organizer Routine is enhanced when used in conjunction with the Couse
Organizer Routine (a routine for introducing a course) and the Lesson
Organizer Routine (a routine for highlighting key information and relationships
among information within lessons). Training associated with the Unit
Organizer Routine is now available through SIM Trainers located throughout
the nation, Unit Organizer Routine manuals are available in association with
training workshops. Contact your SIM trainer for further information.
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